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THE CAUSAL STORY OF THE DOUBLE SLIT
EXPERIMENT IN QUANTUM REAL NUMBERS
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Abstract. A causal story of the double slit experiment for a
massive scalar particle is told using quantum real numbers as the
numerical values of the position and momentum of the particle.
The quantum real number interpretation postulates an indepen-
dent physical reality for the quantum particle. It provides an on-
tology for the particle in which its qualities have numerical values
even when they have not been measured. It satisfies experimen-
tal tests to the same degree of accuracy as the standard quantum
theory because the standard expectation values are infinitesimal
quantum real numbers. Questions, unanswerable in the standard
theories, concerning the behaviour of single particles in the exper-
iment are answered.
1. Introduction to quantum real numbers
In order to tell our causal story, we must temporarily replace the or-
thodox Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics with a more
general interpretation in which both the logic of propositions and the
ring of real numbers1 for the values of qualities are changed. Classi-
cal logic is replaced by intuitionistic logic and the standard real num-
bers are replaced by Dedekind real numbers in a sheaf[17]. In using
Dedekind real numbers as values, we have consented to broaden the
field of allowable real number systems in a way analogous to the broad-
ening of metric geometry from Euclidean to Riemannian.2
The quantum real numbers (qrumbers3) scheme for Galilean invari-
ant quantum mechanics maintains the concept of a massive particle
satisfying Newton’s law of motion, mass x acceleration = force, by
changing the mathematical way of representing the values of the kine-
matic variables. This law, when the kinematic variables have qrumber
values, holds for microscopic particles.4
1There are no “hidden variables” in the quantum real numbers interpretation,
only “different numerical values” for the qualities.
2“It seems that the human mind has first to construct forms independently before
we can find them in things. ..... the truth (is) that knowledge cannot spring from
experience alone but only from the comparison of the inventions of the intellect
with observed fact.” A. Einstein[11]
3We will write qrumber as an abbreviation of quantum real number.
4The possibility of a complimentary principle between the type of mathematical
structure S and its interpretation I is discussed in [18].
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The qrumber description of the double slit experiment differs funda-
mentally from the standard description[16][13]:
(a) Microscopic entities possess qualities with definite qrumber values
even in the absence of a specific macroscopic experimental arrangement.
However the qrumber values exist to extents which may be limited by
the experimental arrangement.
(b) Each particle that passes through the slits moves freely to the
detecting screen where it is detected as a single particle. The “wave-
like” interference pattern only emerges after many particles have been
detected; it is produced by the ensemble of particles, not by a sin-
gle particle. This means that Wheeler’s “delayed choice” conundrum
disappears, a quantum particle always behaves as a quantum particle.
(c) There is a less stringent form of complementarity. If a detector is
placed immediately behind one of the slits it can determine if a particle
passed through that slit and while that detector is kept in place, no
interference pattern will appear.
(d)The system and apparatus interact during the measurement pro-
cess to enable a standard real number to be registered.
The theory is realist in the sense that it postulates the existence
of entities possessing properties corresponding to qualities such as the
position, momentum or mass of a particle but does not identify the
ontological quantitative values of these qualities with their observed
numerical values. The ontological properties are related to the observed
properties but are not identical with them. 5
Mathematically, the qrumber interpretation uses the standard Hilbert
space formalism of non-relativistic quantum mechanics; it represents
qualities as self-adjoint operators on the Hilbert space that carries an
irreducible projective unitary representation of the Galilean group and
uses the standard quantum state space, ES , as the base space of the
topos of sheaves in which the qrumbers exist as Dedekind real num-
bers.6
A qrumber value for a quality carries an extent with it. If the quality
is represented by the self-adjoint operator Aˆ, its value is given by a
continuous function, a(ρ) = Trρ · Aˆ ; ρ ∈ U , whose domain, U , is
a open subset of ES . The domain U is the extent and we call it the
ontological condition of the system because U determines the qrumber
value for every quality of the system.
The ontological and epistemological condition of a quantum system
are differentiated as follows. If a system is prepared in an open setW of
5c.f. Bohr’s severing of the “direct connection between observation properties
and properties possessed by the independently existing object”[9].
6We use an O∗ algebra M to represent the Lie algebra of an irreducible rep-
resentation of the symmetry group.[8] The state space ES(M) is the Schwartzian
subspace of the standard quantum mechanical state space on which unbounded
operators define continuous functions. [2]
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state space, then the epistemological condition of the system is a sieve
S(W ) generated by W .7 We will usually take S(W ) to be the family
of all non-empty open subsets of W because for any open set V ⊂ W ,
the values of qualities defined to extent V will satisfy the experimental
restrictions imposed on qualities defined to extent W . The ontological
condition of the system is a non-empty open set V ⊂ W .
In a measurement process[4], the measuring apparatus only accepts
systems whose qualities have values compatible with a given epistemo-
logical condition U . Systems whose ontological condition V ⊆ U are
accepted. There is an interaction between the system and the appa-
ratus whose pointer quality has standard real number values. During
the interaction the ontological condition V of the system is reduced to
V ′ ⊂ V . The measurement of Aˆ is complete when a(V ′) is approxi-
mated by a constant qrumber, r · 1(V ′), r ∈ Q, to a prescribed level
of accuracy[4]. Although there are no restrictions on the simultaneous
qrumber values of canonically conjugate qualities, like position and
momentum, in an ontological condition, the product of the accuracy
levels of the measured values of position and momentum satisfies an
inequality related to Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation[4].
The formulae of standard quantum mechanics give local approxima-
tions to those of the qrumber interpretation.[8] Therefore any constant
qrumber output can be made to satisfy experimental tests to the same
degree of accuracy as the standard theory. The expectation values of
standard quantum theory are infinitesimal qrumbers.8 On the other
hand, if U is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of a quantum state, ρ,
then the standard real number, TrρAˆ, gives a good constant qrumber
approximation to a(U).
The structure of the paper is as follows. We will first describe the
double slit experiment and raise four questions about it that are not
usually answered by standard quantum theories. Then the standard
quantum mechanical descriptions are reviewed; we describe Feynman’s
rules for calculating the probability of going from the source to a de-
tector, then express this result in the Schro¨dinger picture. Next we
briefly discuss the classical particle picture before describing the ap-
proach that uses qrumbers. In the conclusion the four questions are
answered in the quantum real number theory and some general con-
clusions are drawn. The appendix lists some mathematical properties
of qrumbers that have been used.
7A sieve S(W ) on an open set W is a family of open subsets of W with the
property if U ∈ S(W ) and V ⊂ U then V ∈ S(W )[17].
8Infinitesimal qrumbers are not qrumbers but are ideal quantities that arise as
limits of qrumbers when their extents shrink to a point.[8]
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2. The double slit experiment
The double-slit experiments with massive particles illustrate funda-
mental aspects of the behaviour of a quantum system. Feynmann went
so far as to say that it was ”.. a phenomenon which is impossible,
absolutely impossible, to explain in any classical way, and which has
in it the heart of quantum mechanics. In reality, it contains the only
mystery.”[12]
Consider a sequence of single scalar particles, all of mass m > 0
which, after being prepared at a source S, are sent to an opaque screen
Σ1 with two slits, I+ and I−, in it. Each particle that passes through
the slits is subsequently detected and its position is recorded on the
detector screen Σ2 placed at is a large distance behind Σ1. The source
S is controlled so that it emits particles singly with a large enough
time-interval between them that we are certain that there is only one
particle in the apparatus at any time and that their arrival at Σ2 can
be recorded one at a time. After a large number of particles have been
detected on Σ2 the pattern of the spots recorded on Σ2 is observed to
be similar to the interference pattern of a wave that passed through
the two slits.
Recall that when waves are used, the wavefront spreads out from
the source S and produces secondary wave fronts at the slits I+ and
I− in Σ1. These secondary wavefronts spread so that when they reach
the screen Σ2 they largely overlap and produce an interference pat-
tern with regions of destructive interference alternating with regions of
constructive interference.
There are four questions concerning these outcomes that need to be
explained:
A. Why are particles that have been prepared in a like manner de-
tected at different spots on Σ2?
B. How does the interference pattern emerge as the accumulated
effect of many single particle events?
C. How can a single particle pass through both slits and subsequently
interfer with itself?
D. Why are only individual particles detected on Σ2?
2.1. Feynman’s rules. Feynman describes the experiment using three
general principles that don’t depend upon the way that the particle gets
from S to a detector d on Σ2[12], the slits appear only as markers that
designate the different routes the particle could have taken. The rules
are: (1) probabilities are given by the modulus squared of the proba-
bility amplitude, (2) when a process can be achieved in two different
ways the total probability amplitude is the sum of the amplitudes of
the alternatives and (3) the probability amplitude of a particular alter-
nate is the product of the amplitude to go part way with the amplitude
to go the rest of the way.
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Writing the probability amplitude to go from a to b as 〈b|a〉, the
probability amplitude to go from S to d via slit I+ is 〈d|+〉〈+|S〉 and
the probability amplitude to go from S to d is AdS where
(1) AdS = 〈d|+〉〈+|S〉+ 〈d|−〉〈−|S〉
The probability of a particle going from S to d is |AdS|2. 〈±|S〉 =
a± exp ıα± if the probabilities of detection when only one slit is open
given are |〈d|+〉|2 = a2+ or by |〈d|−〉|2 = a2−. Usually a2+ + a2− = 1
on the assumption that the preparation is such that the probability of
getting from S through the slits is 1. This assumption means that in
the double slit experiment the preparation process continues up to the
emergence of a particle from the slits in Σ1. The double slit experiment
is therefore an experiment to determine if a quantum particle can pass
through two slits simultaneously. If a quantum particle can, the screens
Σ1 and Σ2 can be set up so that an interference pattern will be observed
on the screen Σ2.
Usually one takes a± =
√
1
2
, so that the probability of passage
through either slit is 1/2, then, writing β = (α+−α−), we get |AdS|2 =
(2)
1
2
(|〈d|+〉|2 + |〈d|−〉|2 + eıβ〈−|d〉〈d|+〉+ e−ıβ〈+|d〉〈d|−〉)
The interference is described by the last two terms. Note that although
this formula does not answer the questions raised in points A,B,C and
D, it does show that Feynman’s three general principles suffice to de-
scribe the probability distribution on Σ2 that is consistent with a single
particle passing through both slits because if a single particle could only
pass through one then the formula would only retain the first two terms
and no interference pattern would result.
2.2. Schro¨dinger picture. The Hilbert space formula is obtained us-
ing wave functions ψ± that are unit vectors in the appropriate Hilbert
space. Again on the assumption that the preparation phase of the
double slit experiment continues up until a particle emerges from the
double slits, the wave functions are assumed to satisfy Schro¨dinger’s
equation for free motion between the slits I± and a detector d on the
screen Σ2. The phases α± are absorbed into the the rays of the wave
functions ψ±, which are assumed to be evaluated at the time when the
particle reaches the detector d on the screen Σ2. Initially ψ+ started
at the slit I+ and ψ− started at the slit I−. Then, on assuming equal
probabilities for the particle to start at either slit, we get the formula
for the probability that a particle is detected at d,
(3) |AdS|2 = 1
2
(〈ψ+, Pˆdψ+〉+ 〈ψ−, Pˆdψ−〉+ 〈ψ+, Pˆdψ−〉+ 〈ψ−, Pˆdψ+〉)
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in which we have assumed that the detector d is such that |d >< d| =
Pˆd, a linear operator acting on the Hilbert space. In Feynman’s nota-
tion the inner product of ψ± and Pˆdψ± equals the probability |〈d|±〉|2,
that is, 〈ψ±, Pˆdψ±)〉 = |〈d|±〉|2 and 〈ψ+, Pˆdψ−〉 = 〈+|d〉〈d|−〉
These formulae can be compared with the results of experimental
measurements. There is a fundamental assumption that the situation
of a quantum particle emerging from a slit can be accurately described
by a single wave function. Even if we knew with infinite accuracy
the position and momentum distributions of an emerging particle the
answers to the Pauli problem[6] reveal that this information does not
always determine a unique wave function. However if we assume that
there is an initial wave function for each slit then the wave functions
and operator Pˆd can be chosen so that this formula fits the detection
patterns to an acceptable level of accuracy. Nevertheless it only gives
an answer to the question whether the the probability distribution on
Σ2 was that of particles that could only pass through one slit at a time.
It provides no answers to the questions A,B,C and D.
2.3. Classical particle picture. If the standard models of classical
mechanics are used to describe the double slit experiment there is no in-
terference pattern even when the values of the position and momentum
variables are taken to be imprecise.
Consider a classical particle of positive mass which is prepared at a
source S in such a way that it is equally likely that a particle will pass
through I+ as through I−. That is, the particles are prepared with a
range of initial momenta ~p ∈M0 and initial position ~x ∈ R0 where the
set of initial data, M0×R0 is large enough to contain subsetsM+×R+
and M−×R− of initial data for particle trajectories that pass through
I+ or I−. Clearly the subsets of initial momenta M± ⊂ M0 and of
initial positions R± ⊂ R0 and while the initial positions may satisfy
R+ ∩R− 6= ∅, usually the initial momenta will satisfy M+ ∩M− = ∅ .
The ontology of a classical particle assumes that it is located in a
connected region of space and therefore cannot simultaneously pass
through the two slits which are located in two separated regions of
space. Therefore a classical particle emerging from the double slit
apparatus can only have passed through one slit and cannot produce
an interference pattern when detected on the screen Σ2. However each
particle will be detected as an individual entity on Σ2 because classical
particles to only appear as discrete lumps located in space.
2.4. Quantum real number picture. The description using qrum-
bers is similar to the classical particle picture in that the particles are
detected as discrete lumps, but differs from it because the cumulative
effect of the detection of a large number of particles is an interference
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pattern. For the motion between the preparation and detection proce-
dures, the dynamical equations, expressed in qrumber values of the par-
ticle’s position and momentum, are deterministic and time-reversable.
Particles are prepared at a source S. Each particle then moves freely
in qrumber space to the slits in Σ1. We will only describe what happens
after a particle has passed through the slits on Σ1.
The particle’s initial data on Σ1 is determined by the open sets
W+,W−,Wm,W(+,−), where W(+,−) = co(W+ ∪W−).9 When the initial
data is (~x(U), ~p(U)) for U ∈ O(W+)10 the particle had passed through
the slit I+, for U ∈ O(W−) it had passed through the slit I−, for
U ∈ O(Wm) it had passed through both slits and for U ∈ O(W(+,−)) it
had passed through at least one slit.
The slits are centred at points z± on Σ1, have widths 2δ and sepa-
ration (z+ − z−) = 4δ and are set up11 so that an appropriate device
placed directly behind either slit would record a standard real number,
z±, with an accuracy  = δ,12
(4) |z(W±)− z±| < δ.
The qrumbers z(W(+,−)) and z(Wm) satisfy the inequalities
(5) (z− − δ) < z(W(+,−)) < (z+ + δ), z− < z(Wm) < z+.
which can be expressed as
(6) |z(W(+,−))− zm| < 3δ, |z(Wm)− zm| < 2δ.
zm = (z+ + z−)/2 is the z-coordinate of the mid-point of the slits.
After leaving Σ1 the particle moves freely to Σ2 along a trajectory in
qrumber space. The separation between Σ1 and Σ2 is large enough to
ensure that detectors on Σ2 receive particles that have passed through
both slits in Σ1. If t is the time to go from Σ1 to Σ2 and µ is the mass
of the particle, then for each open U ⊆ Wm,
(7) z(t)(U) = z(U) + pz(U)
t
µ
.
whence
(8) |z(t)(U)− pz(U) t
µ
− zm| = |z(U)− zm| < 2δ.
The detectors on Σ2 are aligned along the z-axis with apertures
{Iα}Nα=1 where Iα = [zα1 , zα2 ]. If a particle with ontological condition
Uk arrives at Σ2 and z
α
1 < z(t)(Uk) < z
α
2 then it passes into Iα.
9Any state ρ ∈ co(W+ ∪W−) is given by ρ = λσ++(1−λ)σ− for some λ ∈ [0, 1]
and states σ± ∈W±.
10O(V ) denotes the set of all non-empty open subsets of V .
11See the appendix for the definition of an  sharp collimator.
12Standard real numbers in the following expressions are constant qrumbers with
extents determined by other qrumbers in the expression.
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The αth detector works by  sharply realizing13 a standard real num-
ber for the coordinate Zˆ(t) of the particle. Let Vα be the largest convex
open subset on which z(t)(Vα) is  sharply realized on Iα and Pˆα be
the spectral projection operator Pˆ Zˆ(t)(Iα) of Zˆ(t) on Iα, then[4] the
probability of detecting a particle with initial ontological condition Uk
in Iα is given by the qrumber, piα(Uk), of Pˆα
14.
If Uk ⊂ Vα the particle will be detected by the αthdetector.
The argument follows from the conditions for  sharp realization on
Vα which imply that the quantum real number value piα(Vα) of Pˆ
Zˆ(t)(Iα)
satifies |piα(Vα) − 1(Vα)| < [4]. Therefore, within , when Uk ⊂ Vα,
piα(Uk) = 1.
The particles are recorded by single detectors on Σ2.
This again follows from the conditions for  sharp realization. Sup-
pose a particle, in the ontological condition Uk, is registered simultane-
ously in the disjoint intervals Iα and Iβ then Uk = U
α
k ∪ Uβk where
piα(U
α
k ) = 1 and piβ(U
β
k ) = 1. The quantum real number values
z(Uγk ); γ = α, β can be separately  sharp realized in the distinct slits,
but to be registered as a single value in the two slits,
4((z2(Uk))− (z(Uk))2)
(|Iα|+ |Iβ|)2 ≤ .(9)
for some small number . Now z(Uαk ∪ Uβk ) = z(Uαk ) + z(Uβk ) and
z2(Uαk ∪ Uβk ) = z2(Uαk ) + z2(Uβk ) so that a straightforward calculation
shows the inequality cannot be satisfied unless only one slit is involved.
The interference pattern on Σ2 results from the accumulated
effect of many spots on Σ2 coming from different particles
whose initial ontological conditions cover Wm.
This argument depends on the experimentalist’s inability to perfectly
control the initial ontological conditions so that when many particles
have been recorded the initial ontological conditions form an open cover
of Wm. The function piα : Wm → [0, 1] is continuous so that its restric-
tion to any open set U ⊂ Wm is a continuous function piα|U : U → [0, 1].
We can collate the probability functions {piα|U , U ∈ O(Wm)} to reform
the probability function piα on Wm because they agree on the overlaps.
Therefore the probability of a particle being detected in the αth slit is
given by the qrumber piα(Wm).
The qrumber probability piα(Wm) is related to the standard quantum
mechanical formula for the probability of detection at the αth detector.
Firstly some notation, if ρ± = |ψ±〉〈ψ±|, where ψ± are approximate
eigenvectors for Zˆ with eigenvalues z±, then Trρ±Zˆ = z±. If ψm =
1√
2
(ψ++ψ−) and ρm = |ψm〉〈ψm| then TrρmZˆ = zm. Therefore we can
find a standard real number η > 0 such that Tr|ρ−ρm| < η, ∀ρ ∈ Wm.
13See the appendix for the definition, it is the same as  sharply collimating.
14The formula piα(ρ) = TrρPˆα defines a continuous function on Wm.
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The standard quantum mechanical formula for the proba-
bility of detection at the αth detector is obtained as an ap-
proximation to piα(Wm).
From the definition of Wm we know that |z(Wm)− zm| < 2δ, where
2δ is both the width of the slits and their separation.
Each ρ ∈ Wm satisfies Tr|ρ − ρm| < η. But Pˆα is a bounded
operator of norm 1, therefore, |Tr(ρPˆα) − Tr(ρmPˆα)| < η, ∀ρ ∈ Wm.
That is, |piα(Wm)− Tr(ρmPˆα)| < η. But TrρmPˆα =
(10)
1
2
(〈ψ+, Pˆαψ+〉+ 〈ψ−, Pˆαψ−〉+ 〈ψ+, Pˆαψ−〉+ 〈ψ−, Pˆαψ+〉)
the standard quantum mechanical expression for the probability that
a particle is detected at the αth detector that is usually interpreted as
displaying a wave-like behaviour of the quantum particle. To within the
margin of error η the same pattern is obtained in the qrumber model
after a large number of particles with definite qrumber trajectories have
been detected.
Let δ → 0, then z(Wm) → zm and η → 0 so that Wm → {ρm}
whence piα(Wm) → TrρmPˆα. This limiting process, in which both the
width of the slits and the distance between them go to zero, has as
its “limit” an infinitesimal qrumber, TrρmPˆα, not a qrumber. The
standard quantum mechanical result TrρmPˆα defines an infinitesimal
qrumber[8]. This result encapsulates the relation between the qrumber
and the standard interpretations.
3. Conclusions
The qrumber interpretation provides answers to some questions that
have no answers in the standard interpretation.
A. Why can particles that have been prepared in a like
manner be detected at different spots on Σ2?
Because like preparation refers to the initial epistemological condi-
tion but different particles can have different initial ontological condi-
tions contained in the initial epistemological condition. Different initial
ontological condition determine different trajectories in qrumber space.
B. How does the interference pattern emerge as the accu-
mulated effect of many single particle events?
Because the probability function is obtained as the collation of all
the probability functions for individual particles in all ontological con-
ditions that are compatible with the original epistemological condition.
C. How can a single particle pass through both slits and
subsequently interfer with itself?
Because locality in qrumber space is different from locality in clas-
sical real number space. A particle in a ontological condition U =
U+ ∪ U− with U+ ∩ U− = ∅ is located in qrumber space at the point
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with coordinates ~x(U) even though there are disjoint regions R± ⊂ R3
with ~x(U+) ∈ R+ and ~x(U−) ∈ R−.
D. Why are only individual particles detected on Σ2?
Assuming that at any time the apparatus contains only one particle,
it could pass into two or more different detectors. However such an
event can only be registered as if individual particles had been  sharply
registered separately in each detector.
3.1. General conclusions. The qrumber interpretation of quantum
mechanics is realist because it builds an independent reality for quan-
tum objects with properties that have values. It agrees with classical
realism in that the numerical values of qualities such as the position,
momentum and energy of a quantum particle represent the properties
actually possessed by the real particle. It differs from classical real-
ity because the numerical values are qrumbers so that although the
real particle causes the observed phenomena, the numerical values of
the observed quantities need not be uniquely determinable from the
numerical values of the properties of the particle.
Bohr’s observation[9] that the standard quantum theory does not
give a description of an independently existing reality even though
it successfully predicts relations between observed phenomena is sup-
ported in the qrumber interpretation. The qrumber interpretation pro-
vides a layer of quantum reality which fits in between the observed phe-
nomena. Pictorially this layer lies under the layer of classical reality
and touches it at isolated points.15
In the qrumber interpretation, the structure of the physical qualities
of the system, whose general characteristic is quantity, is expressed
in qrumbers and the laws that govern relations between the physical
qualities are expressed as equations relating the qrumber values of the
qualities. There is no difficulty with this formalism until in a mea-
surement process a quantum system interacts with the measurement
apparatus whose qualities either have standard real number values or
have qrumber values that closely approximate standard real numbers.
However the interaction between the system and apparatus can always
be described by a qrumber equation because standard real number val-
ues can always be expressed as constant qrumbers globally defined on
the state space of the system.
A quantum system always has an ontological condition and hence
always has qrumber values for all its qualities. An experimenter de-
termines only an epistemological condition that contains a variety of
ontological conditions all compatible with the experimental parame-
ters. The qrumber interpretation accepts that we do not have complete
15Because the standard real numbers form a sub-sheaf of the sheaf of Dedekind
real numbers.
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knowledge of a quantum system. We cannot infer the ontological con-
dition of a system from observations but we can put numerical bounds
on the qrumber values that its qualities may possess.
Standard rational numbers are recorded by observers and every stan-
dard rational number defines a constant qrumber. Measurement con-
sists in finding a constant qrumber that approximates the qrumber
value of a quality. It is solved by interactions between the system and
apparatus that change the ontological condition of system so that the
changed qrumber value can be approximated to a prescribe level of ac-
curacy. Since the numerical outcomes are only determined with limited
accuracy, tests of “empirical adequacy” cannot prove the truth of the
theory but only show that, at some level of precision, it is not false.
The mathematical relation between the standard quantum mechani-
cal and qrumber formalisms is best seen through the language of sheaf
theory. The quantum mechanical expectation values at a state are dis-
crete points on the stalk (or fibre) of the sheaf over that state and a
qrumber over an open set of states is a cross-section of a bundle of stalks
over the open set. The expectation values from the standard quantum
formalism determine infinitesimal qrumbers, which when continuously
tied together make up a qrumber. Since every infinitesimal qrumber
is an ideal limit of qrumbers, standard quantum mechanical formulae
appear as infinitesimal approximations to the qrumber formulae.
The causal story of the double slit experiment that we have related
removes much of the mystery that Feynmann referred to. The causality
is deterministic in the sense used in classical mechanics.[13] Other foun-
dational problems of quantum mechanics are being studied using the
qrumbers interpretation. We have began the study of the conditions
of separability and locality for composite systems. Massive particles
with spin are described in the qrumbers theory by using appropriate
irreducible representations of the Galilean group. We have sketched
an argument that shows that identical massive particles in the EPR-
Bohm-Bell experiment have zero qrumber distance between them, that
is, the two particles are close to each other in qrumber space.[5]
Finally we point out that the question of which real numbers should
be used for the values of quantities has rarely been raised mainly be-
cause the set theoretical definition of the real numbers does not allow
any variation. The intuitionistic logic of the Dedekind real numbers in
a topos of sheaves on a topological space opens up many possibilities.
16 However it has been shown that Dedekind real numbers in a topos of
sheaves on a topological space have enough structure to be used as the
values of qualities[20], for we can even develop integral and differential
calculus with them.
16For example, if a qrumber b is not invertible then b = 0 but b 6= 0 does not
imply that b is invertible, so qrumbers form only a residue field[15].
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5. Appendix
In this appendix we list some properties of the qrumbers theory that
we have used in this paper and refer to where proofs can be found.
(i)Quantum real numbers For a quantum system whose qualities
are represented by self-adjoint operators in a concrete operator algebra
M. The qrumbers are sections of RD(ES(M)) where ES(M) is the state
space of the algebra M. The logic of RD(ES(M)) is intuitionistic.
By the construction of the topology on ES(M), for any self-adjoint
operator A ∈M the function a(ρ) = TrρAˆ is a globally defined contin-
uous function and therefore determines a global section of RD(ES(M)).
The functions a(W ), determined by the self-adjoint operator Aˆ with
domains given by open subsets W ⊂ ES(M), are interpreted as the
numerical values of the physical quantity that is represented by the
self-adjoint operator Aˆ ∈ M. Real numbers of this form are a proper
sub-sheaf A(ES(M)) called the sheaf of locally linear functions.[2]
Every qrumber is a continuous function of some locally linear func-
tions in A(ES(M))[2], whose sections, the functions a, are locally linear
qrumbers.
(ii) The quantum real number equations of motion. For the
position and momentum of a single massive particle they are given
by Hamilton’s equations of motion, therefore a quantum particle will
follow a trajectory in qrumber space [2]. If the interaction potential
function is smooth enough, Heisenberg’s operator equations of motion
when averaged over certain open sets in state space approximate closely
the Hamiltonian equations for the qrumbers defined on those open sets
[2]. This shows that, locally in ES(M), averages of Heisenberg’s equa-
tions of motion can give good approximations to the qrumber equations
of motion.
(iii) The measurement process. It has three stages:
(1) Preparing the system which produces an initial open set W0, the
epistemological condition of the system.
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(2)A filtering process which separates different outcomes, algebraically
it defines a grating [23]G = {E1, ...., Ek} of mapsO(ES(pi))→ O(ES(pi))
with Ej(W0) =Wj ⊂ W0; Wi ∩Wj = ∅,Wi 6= Wj; ∪iWi ⊂ W0.
 sharp collimation/realization. If the quality being measured is Zˆ
and the grating is defined by a family of disjoint slits {Ik}Nk=i, then
Wj is such that the qrumber z(Wj) is  sharp collimated for the slit
Ij = [aj, bj]. This means that
aj < z(Wj) < bj(11)
4((z(Wj))
2 − (z)2(Wj))
(bj − aj)2 ≤ .(12)
Then z(Wj) ≈ zj(Wj) with an error k() → 0 as  → 0, where zj is
the qrumber for PˆjZˆPˆj, the von Neumann transform of Zˆ when Pˆj is
the spectral projection operator PˆZ(Ij) of Zˆ for the interval Ij. The
standard real number  is controlled by the experimenter.
(3) Realizing the outcome as a standard real number. e.g. for Zˆ with
Ij = [aj, bj]. If Uj ∈ O(Wj) then aj < z(Uj) < bj and 4((z(Uj))
2−(z)2(Uj))
(bj − aj)2 ≤
, therefore, when (bj − aj) and  are small, z(Uj) is well approximated
by cj1(U), where aj < cj < bj, is an (approximate) eigenvalue of Zˆ in
the (continuous) discrete spectrum of Zˆ.
Moreover on Uj the qrumber value of any quality Aˆ is a(Uj) ≈ aj(Uj),
the value of the quality PˆjAˆPˆj. The approximation gets better as
→ 0.
The “collapse of the wavefunction” rule is an infinitesimal
approximation to the qrumber result. If initially the particle is in
V = Λ(ρ0; δ) = {ρ|Tr
∣∣(ρ − ρ0)∣∣ < δ} and Zˆ is measured on Uj so
that its value z(Uj ∩V ) is -realized in an interval Ij. Then any quality
Bˆ has a value b(Uj ∩ V ) given approximately by (Trρ′0 · Bˆ) · 1(Uj ∩ V ),
where ρ′0 =
Pˆj ·ρ0·Pˆj
Tr(ρ0·Pj) . on the assumption that Pˆj · ρˆ0 6= 0ˆ.[4] Infinitesi-
mally, as δ → 0 we get the the standard collapse result.
(iv)Quantum real number probability has a frequency def-
inition from which the Born probability rule can be deduced. We
assume the ergodic hypothesis and that if the particle, in the ontolog-
ical condition U ,  sharply realizes a standard real number for Zˆ in
an interval ]a, b[, then the probability that a < z(U) < b is greater
than 1 − .[4] Then the probability that a particle, in an ontologi-
cal condition V , passes through a slit I is the quantum real num-
ber piZ(V ) for the spectral projection operator, PˆZ(I), of Zˆ on I. If
V = N (ρ0; ) = {ρ|Tr
∣∣(ρ − ρ0)∣∣ < } then to within  the probabil-
ity of passing through I equals Trρˆ0Pˆ
Z(I). Born’s rule follows when
PˆZ(I) = Pˆφ1 and ρˆ0 = Pˆψ0 .[4]
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